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ABSTRACT

In countries such as Iran which cover a large geographical area, the issue of inequality and regional differences provide a substantial challenge in the effort to achieve balanced development. In this study, data were collected using documentary and survey methods as well as Delphi techniques, and analysis was carried out by combining qualitative and quantitative models. In the second step of the Delphi technique, a study of the impact of the factors on each other, and on Management of regional development in Iran, was made using the cross-impact method. In the final step, the effective factors contributing to Management of regional development in Iran were studied using analytical techniques and MicMac software. After analyzing the impact rate of the effective factors on regional imbalances, the key factors were identified and, finally, solutions to reduce the regional imbalances in Iran were proposed.
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INTRODUCTION

Regional management can be known as a process through which challenges and regional issues are recognized by activities of regional managers, and decisions are made to solve these problems and limitations or in order to regional development (Bauer et al., 2007).

Disparities in the provision of goods and services have been the concern of various regional development proponents. Among the issues that need to be addressed by regional initiatives and policies are accessibility and mobility levels between urban and rural populations (Ponrahono et al., 2015).

Despite the wealth of human and natural resources, Iran still suffers from high levels of inequality and poverty, and is one of the developing countries where there are still significant differences between regions. While poverty has decreased in the cities, in the rural areas poverty, unemployment, and inequality are growing. Such regions are increasingly marginalized from national development. For more than two decades, therefore, policy-makers, planners, and experts have been focusing on spatial and land use planning, economic development, and growth policies as a means to alleviate poverty and minimize inequalities between regions (Ramezani, 1997).

Knowledge of the spatial organization of a region and the factors that cause regional inequalities can lead to an understanding of the policies needed to make development in that region possible. In this study, the capabilities and limitations in Iran have been identified by studying the spatial organization of this region. After considering the factors that underlie the imbalances, suggestions are proposed as to how these imbalances could be reduced.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Regional imbalances, or regional inequalities, are one of the main problems for policy-makers in many parts of the world. Hence for policy makers, reducing regional disparity may be part of a more general social objective to reduce overall inequality, and in particular inequality between individuals (DuPont, 2007). The problems, which include distribution of income and economic opportunities and activities at both the national and international levels, have continued despite globalization and the ensuing economic growth over the seven decades since the end of World War II. Despite overall growth throughout the world, inequalities still exist, with many areas in underdeveloped countries still suffering from regional imbalances (Petrakos, Saratsis, 2000). There are a number of perspectives on regional planning, such as the Perroux growth pole theory, which suggests that development is not uniform, or balanced, over an entire region but tends to cluster around a central area or pole. The proponent of this theory believed that macro investments in large urban areas cause the growth of the central areas (Weeler, Muller, 1986).

In contrast to the growth pole theory, Friedmann divides the spatial system into environment–center, defining development as a discontinuous and inventive process. Central areas are considered to be organized systems with high developmental capacity while environmental areas are subsystems with any development determined by, and dependent on, the central areas (Friedmann, 1972). In other words, in this theory, the center is considered as the development hub (Clark, 2000). Regional disparities may engender redistributive conflicts, which crowd out good government, but regional and intra-regional disparities are often driven by processes well beyond the responsibility and control of individual regions. Regional disparities may be enhanced by institutions of good governance (e.g., fiscal decentralization) and efficiency-enhancing policies (e.g., trade liberalization), while they may also be amplified
by positive outcomes at different spatial scales, such as processes of agglomeration (López-Bazo et al., 2014).

Experiences of regional development vary between countries. For example, in South Korea, regional development problems include urban unilateralism, forgotten rural areas, urban and rural imbalances, uncontrolled migration to urban areas, resource concentration in some areas, urban growth issues, persistent poverty, the entry of multi-national companies, and new colonialism. In China, some of its regional development issues include more participation needed during decision-making processes at the local level of planning, more regional autonomy, and problems in the development process due to international forces (Misra and Bhooshan, 1981). Also in China, regional differences exist in gross domestic product (GDP), and household real per capita income between urban and rural populations, as well as spatial differences in capital distribution and production efficiency and in human resources (Zhao, 2000). In Scandinavian countries, regional development formed against a backdrop of quick industrial growth in some cities. Whereas, in the Netherlands, there are strong regional differences in productivity between industrial cities, the famous ports and other regions (Eshkevari, 2003).

In Iran, the economy is characterized by development that has led to an uneven spatial pattern of economic activities. The history of regional imbalances in Iran can be traced back to national development plans. It was hoped that the Constitutional Revolution would inaugurate a new era of independence from the great powers, but these hopes ended when, under the Anglo-Russian Agreement of 1907, Britain and Russia agreed to divide Iran into spheres of influence. In the fourth development program, the gaps in the development process between the provinces, and undesirable impacts related to this, forced the government to pay attention to regional imbalances. This led to the creation of executive decentralized institutions and local decision-making in provinces, as well as large-scale investment in industrial and agricultural growth poles in those provinces and regions with sufficient resources. The central provinces of Tehran, Isfahan, and Khorasan and the second rank provinces of Gilan and Kermanshah were considered. The fifth program gave consideration to regional differences.

The new policy for regional development paid more attention to agriculture and investment in undeveloped areas. However, it should be noted that the issue of policies tackling regional differences, in what was an extreme centralist system, were not necessarily successful (Eshkevari, 2003).

RESEARCH APPROACH

Applied developmental research is the method used in the study and a combination of documentary and survey methods were utilized. Data were gathered through questionnaires and the Delphi technique was used to analyze the data. Questionnaires were completed in two stages by planning and development experts who were in charge of developmental issues. The aim of the research was to recognize and analyze those factors contributing to the imbalances in Iran. The cross-impact matrix method was then used to analyze data in order to evaluate the impact of factors on each other, and through the use of appropriate software, MicMac, the key factors in the creation of regional imbalances were recognized. After enumerating software output and studying matrix compatibility, the obtained variables are considered the most effective factors in this study and the definitive optimal answer to the problem as well as a basis for evaluating multi-criteria decision-making methods. It should be noted that the direct impact of the key factors has been extracted from the matrix output, as shown in Figure 1 (Godet, 2003).
ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS

In this study, and according to extensive surveys and available background information, the causes for these regional imbalances originated from 49 factors which have been categorized into four groups, as detailed in Table (1) that have been identified as the factors contributing to regional imbalances and have been extracted and analyzed using MicMac software. The matrix dimensions are 49×49 arranged into four groups.

Table 1: Classification of effective indicators in regional development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Environmental and physical indicators</td>
<td>Field proportionality(1), direct access to the sea(2), Settlement patterns(3), land use(4), sensitive and valuable ecosystems(5), Land constraints(6), physical model of the spatial organization(7), spatial interaction of plains and mountain areas(8), distribution of activities in space(9), activities’ adaptability to the capabilities of the environment(10), environmental capabilities(11), topographic diversity(12)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social, cultural, and human indicators</td>
<td>the effects of population density on land resources(13), urbanization rate(14), level of services in cities(15), ethnic and cultural diversity(16), human development(17), the rate of public participation(18), social welfare(19), immigration(20)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management and planning indicators</td>
<td>Integrated management development(21), sectoral view on planning(22), resources allocation(23), project-orientedness(24), personal and momentary views on regional development(25), dependence on basic resources(26), polar planning and type of policy planning(27), views on drought and security in peripheral regions(28), borders and peripheral regions(29), policy effects of outreach documents(30), dependence on oil(31), center-orientedness of services(32), subject-oriented planning(33), spatial sharing(34), relying on balanced resources(35), ethnic convergence and divergence(36), centralization(37), growth poles(38), single urban system (first city)(39), geographical distribution of resources(40), spatial one-dimensional development(41), segregation of sections(42), industrial trends(43) National policies(44)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic indicators</td>
<td>Employment range(45), (network economy) interactive relations between areas(46), accumulation of physical investment(47), competitive advantages(48), interaction of economic operations beyond peripheral regions(49)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In Figure 2, the system is known as an unstable system. The existence of factors with a high degree of effectiveness is low in the top-left of the diagram, since this location has variables in stable systems.

Nevertheless, there are several factors near this area which show their considerable impact on the whole system. These variables include "the topographic diversity of the region, dependency on oil through governmental investment, constant and personalized attitudes toward regional development, endogeneity, and reliance on balancing sources". These variables are the most important effective factors in regional imbalances, which play a much higher role in making regional balances or imbalances.

Risk variables, are located near the diameter of the south-east area of the diagram and have a very high probability of becoming key system actors. These variables include the following: “sectoral view on planning, polar planning and type of policy planning, center-orientedness of services, policy effects of outreach documents, growth poles, geographical distribution of resources, spatial one-dimensional development, industrial trends”. Risk variables can mainly be considered as the variables related to planning and managerial factors.

Target variables, are located under the north-east diameter of the plane. These variables are related to how the system could evolve in the future, and indicate the possible targets of a system. By making some changes to these variables, system evolution will be achieved according to plans and targets. The target variables mainly involve the economic variables. It should be noted that the purpose behind promoting the economic variables is to reduce regional imbalances in Iran. These variables include the following:

“distribution of activities in space, environmental capabilities, resources allocation, dependence on basic resources, views on drought and security in peripheral regions, Employment range, network economy, accumulation of physical investment, interaction of economic operations beyond peripheral regions.”
Social issues are given less consideration. In other words, in development planning, the main target is economic issues, and system efficiency can be achieved through an analysis of the economic issues and by identifying the strength and weakness points.

The affected variables are located in the south-east area of the diagram and can be called result variables. These variables are strongly affected by the system but have a low-degree of impact on the system. These variables include the following: “center-orientedness of services, Field proportionality, Settlement patterns, physical model of the spatial organization, spatial interaction of plains and mountain areas, the effects of population density on land resources, level of services in cities, human development, the rate of public participation, social welfare, immigration, Integrated management development, project-orientedness, center-orientedness of services, subject-oriented planning, single urban system (first city), competitive advantages”.

These indicators are related to improvement of the social situation, social communication, and promotion of the quality of life, which are dimensions on the quality of life index.

Independent variables, have low effectiveness and impression. They are located in the south-west of the diagram. Due to the unstable nature of the system, it appears that some of these variables have a system output nature and should be called independent output variables. These variables include the following: “ethnic and cultural diversity, direct access to the sea, sensitive and valuable ecosystems, Land constraints, borders and peripheral regions, ethnic convergence and divergence, centralization”.

According to the results the experts, and Figure 2 and the analysis of MicMac, among 49 studied factors in this study, some have been selected as effective factors with regard to regional imbalances. These variables in Iran include the following (Table 2).

**Table 2: The main effective factors (direct and indirect) and the final selection**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key factors (Indirect effects)</th>
<th>Key factors (Direct effects)</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Immigration</td>
<td>Spatial planning system</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network economy</td>
<td>Attention to national documents</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution of activities in space</td>
<td>Polar planning and type of policy planning</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical model of the spatial organization</td>
<td>The activities compatibility with environmental capabilities</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction of economic operation beyond peripheral regions</td>
<td>The geographical resource distribution system</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land use</td>
<td>The growth poles</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional cities level of service</td>
<td>Personalized and momentary views</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urbanization rate</td>
<td>Political economy in resources allocation</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competitive advantages</td>
<td>Dependency on oil</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: The researcher calculations and MICMAC software analysis output.*

**DISCUSSION**

Balanced development cannot be achieved by relying on national planning and applying irregular protection that is only short term. To achieve harmonious balance in the region, the main factors should be considered first and then all the effective factors studied in order to enhance the impact of the main factors. The infusion of petrodollars into the Iranian economy, and their distribution in terms of national development, has led to the development of some regions at the expense of others. Despite having growth potential, many of these regions, became trapped in poverty and backwardness for years, and the passage of time has not been able to resolve the
regional development inequalities in regions. In fact, a vicious circle of underdevelopment has affected large parts of the land, even though resolving imbalances has been at the heart of development since before the Revolution and the initiation of the fourth development program.

In this study, the main factors identified in the regional inequalities in Iran are as follows:

**Lack of attention to national documents.** Preparation and implementation of economic development programs, based on a sectoral approach and regional attitudes, without considering national documents, have led to the occurrence and intensification of regional imbalances, the marginalization of some regions, loss of resources and regional capabilities, and land inequalities.

**Non-compliance in spatial planning with sectoral planning.** As the administrative system in Iran is a sectoral system, the administrative focus has led to most activities being located around the administrative centers, where population density is very high. In addition, sectoral decisions have had uncoordinated land consequences.

Moreover, since medium-term programs are prepared using a sectoral approach, the contribution of resources is based on the aims of the program and is not sourced until the main factors of the program have been decided.

**The existence of the growth poles.** The growth poles of the region have serious problems in terms of resource supplies, environmental protection, and efficiency, and continuity of the current development process will lead to further instability and the creation of new imbalances.

**The geographical resource distribution system.** According to the studies carried out, the budget and distribution of resources in Iran have been based on a sectoral approach and this has had a significant impact on development and in intensifying the regional imbalances between provinces.

**Reliance on underground resources.** Dependency on oil revenue has had the consequence of economic centralization with regard to national income and spending.

**Compatibility of activities with the capabilities of the environment.** Incompatibility between development activities in Iran and the environment is one of the most substantial and important factors. Environmental capabilities are a potential advantage for regions. However, providing some of these capabilities is impossible or not cost-effective economically in other regions.

**CONCLUSION**

The history of regional planning shows that many challenges need to be overcome in order to achieve desirable regional development. The results of this study demonstrate that current policies and the continuation of existing plans in Iran will only intensify destruction of the environment, thus increasing imbalances and threatening disorder not only within regions but throughout the whole country. Despite the wide range of investments and financial injections made by the government throughout Iran thus far, it has not been possible to remove the imbalances, mainly because existing agencies in the region are unable to manage the developmental mechanisms necessary to resolve the enormous issues that currently exist there. The system demands shrewd management and tools, which do not exist in the structure of the region as it is at present.

**SUGGESTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS**

**Short-term strategies.**

Avoiding excessive reliance on large national projects.

Avoiding concentrating development in one center to the detriment of other areas.

Identifying those areas that are a priority for development, with concentration and emphasis on mountainous areas and limiting the development and activities in the western and middle regions.
Medium-term strategies
Strengthening international corridors or making new corridors in order to promote the national and trans-national role of regions.

Adopting enhancement and promotion of the spatial development of mountainous areas, using an environmental approach, especially in the western and central regions.

Long-term strategies
Integrating production systems under experienced management in industry, tourism, and business.

Providing an explanation for the spatial prioritization of investment (based on the experimental strategy, dispersed consolidation).

Strengthening the functional scale of the regional centers, through commercial performance and accessibility to international corridors.

Ensuring wise management of the land.
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